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Centroplan GmbH

Interview with Detlev Heutz, Sales Director of Centroplan GmbH

Under one roof
The joint between a roof and a photovoltaic system is one of the most technically sensitive
aspects of installing a roof-mounted system, especially with regard to leaks and consequential damage. Centroplan GmbH offers a unique flat-roof assembly system which provides a
perfect solution. The German enterprise combines solar expertise and roofing know-how
under one umbrella – at home and around the world.
Centroplan provides planning and

and technical and commercial

energy systems in close coopera-

design services for photovoltaic

management. All Centroplan solar

tion with our customers and also

systems, especially roof-mounted

energy systems are designed to

work with them them abroad.” A

systems for all types of commer-

support the customer’s internal

second strategic goal is to estab-

cial and industrial buildings. The

energy consumption. “Photovoltaic

lish additional partnerships, such

company was established in 2007

systems are no longer financed

as the one with Sika Services AG.

as a joint venture between the

through feed-in tarifs but through

Together with the Swiss-based

photovoltaic firm Centrosolar AG

minimizing the use of electricity

group, Centroplan has developed

and Pohlen Bedachungen GmbH

taken from the grid,” explains Mr.

a SolaRoof concept for flat roofs

& Co. KG, which specializes in

Heutz.

which includes an assembly sys-

industrial roof sealing and greening

Centroplan GmbH
Am Pannhaus 2-10
52511 Geilenkirchen
Germany

 +49 2451 911300
 +49 2451 9113015
 info@centroplan.de
 www.centroplan.de

tem which is easy to install and

solutions. Since then, Centroplan

Centroplan has 20 employees and

perfectly adapted to the roof sheet-

has established a broad base of

annual sales of between five and

ing. “We are currently involved in

loyal customers. “One of our big-

six million EUR. Headquartered in

a new project in Dubai in coop-

to further raising the potential of

gest customers is a major discount

Geilenkirchen, Germany, the com-

eration with a local partner,” Mr.

photovoltaic energy. In the next

supermarket chain,” says Sales

pany has branch offices in Barce-

Heutz describes the company’s

three to five years, Centroplan

Director Detlev Heutz. Centroplan

lona, Rome, Lyon, Greater London

successful international expansion.

wants to grow its export ratio from

offers complete, turnkey solutions

and in South Carolina, USA. “Our

Another important partner is the

30 or 35% to 50%. At the same

that include everything from pro-

strategic objective is to further en-

renowned Fraunhofer Institute,

time, the company continues to

ject analysis and concept develop-

hance internationalization,” states

which works together with the solar

develop new technologies, such as

ment to project implementation

Mr. Heutz. “We design new solar

firm in a ‘quality circle’ dedicated

novel energy storage systems.

Diagram showing Centroplan’s SolaRoof concept for mounting solar panels on flat
roofs
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Photovoltaic installation using the SolaRoof assembly system
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Aventron (Kleinkraftwerk
Birseck AG)
Interview with Antoine Millioud, CEO of Aventron

Fuelling a clean future
Renewable energy has experienced dynamic growth over the past decade, and analysts see
a bright future for clean energy. For more than ten years now, the Swiss company Aventron,
formerly Kleinkraftwerk Birseck AG, KKB for short, has been fuelling a green future with investments in a mix of renewable power plants across Europe. Focusing on small plants, the
Swiss company is well on its way to enhancing its impact as an important independent player
in the European energy transition by further expanding its portfolio.

With some 40% of turnover, wind power is an
important part of the portfolio

Solar power makes up 20% of the portfolio of renewable energy It all started with hydropower, which accounts for
plants
40% of turnover today

“We actively take part in the en-

sary in December 2015, the name

states Mr. Millioud. “Aventron is

2005 the owner, the Swiss regional

ergy transition in Europe,” says

was changed. “As of 2016 our new

made from the words avenir, the

energy cooperative EBM, decided

CEO Antoine Millioud. “We focus

name is Aventron, a name under-

French word for future, and elec-

to strengthen its green energy

exclusively on renewable energy

lining our focus and our strategy,”

tron for electric power. We already

strategy, and in November 2005,

with a diversified international

operate under the new name, but

EBM kept 50% of the shares and

strategy. We are convinced that

in May 2016 the name will be of-

gave the other 50% to its em-

decentralized power generation is

ficially changed to Aventron AG.”

ployees. Initially KKB grew slowly,

the key to the future of renewable

adding several solar power plants

energy, and so we invest in small

As the former name indicates, the

in Switzerland. 2010 saw the first

local power plants. Today we have

Swiss company has a long tradi-

burst of growth through a capital

a healthy mix of renewable energy

tion in small power plants, more

injection and the expansion into

sources including hydro, wind

than 20 years to be exact. Kleink-

foreign markets. KKB acquired hy-

and solar power.” Until recently,

raftwerk is the German word for

dropower plants in France.

the company operated under the

small power plant. It all started in

name Kleinkraftwerk Birseck AG,

1995 with two small hydropower

KKB for short. On its tenth anniver-

plants on the Swiss river Birs. In

EUROPEAN
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Aventron (Kleinkraftwerk
Birseck AG)

››› Interview with Antoine Millioud, CEO of Aventron
Aventron (Kleinkraftwerk Birseck AG)
Weidenstrasse 27
4142 Münchenstein
Switzerland
 +41 61 4154141
 +41 61 4154646

 info@aventron.com
 www.aventron.com

The next significant growth fol-

just acquired two wind parks in

vantages of the mix. 2015 was an

of green power plants. Embarking

lowed in 2013 with the strategy

France and shares in five hydro-

extremely dry year, so the propor-

on an ambitious growth strategy,

of diversification in terms of tech-

power plants in Norway. In 2014

tion of hydropower was extremely

we aim to increase the capacity of

nologies and markets. In the

we generated a turnover of 15

low. Thanks to the mix, we could

the portfolio to 500 MW by 2020.

same year, Mr. Millioud joined the

million CHF, and we are looking

compensate for the losses with

Raising capital for our growth is the

company as CEO and contributed

forward to well above 20 million

wind and solar power. 80% of the

major target. Listed on the Berne

substantially to developing and

CHF in 2015.”

power we generate is supported by

eXchange, BX, we are owned by

local subsidies and sold via the lo-

EBM and two other Swiss public

realizing the new strategy. “The
new strategy resulted in tripling

At present hydro and wind power

cal networks. The remaining 20%

utilities as majority shareholders

the turnover between 2013 and

plants each account for 40% of

is generated by older hydropower

with 80% and by private and in-

2015,” underlines the CEO. “To-

sales and solar power for 20%.

plants which are not supported.

stitutional investors holding 20%

day, we have a mix of small hydro,

“This ratio is due to the capaci-

We sell this power to the market,

of shares. We want to change the

solar and wind power plants in

ties,” says Mr. Millioud. “Photo-

some of which goes directly to in-

proportion to 70/30 to enable more

Switzerland, France, Germany,

voltaic plants generate far less

dustrial corporations. Rather than

investors to participate in the fu-

Italy and Norway with a total ca-

power than wind and hydropower

an operator, we are an investment

ture of renewable energy.”

pacity of 160 MW. And we keep

plants. The year 2015 provides

company today, active in asset

expanding the portfolio. We have

an excellent example of the ad-

management and the acquisition

EUROPEAN
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AGO AG
Energie + Anlagen
Interview with Günther Hein, CEO of AGO AG Energie + Anlagen

Cooling with waste heat
Cooling down your products by using heat instead of electricity might sound like a futuristic
concept, however for AGO AG Energie + Anlagen in Kulmbach, Bavaria, this innovative technology opens new doors to future energy markets, not only in Germany but also worldwide.
AGO specializes in decentralized energy systems and has developed an ammonia/water absorption chiller that reaches temperatures as low as -30 °C.
have changed considerably over

the same time, it reduces their CO2

the past few years. As electricity

emissions. We now boast a clear

tariffs are rising constantly, but

technological advantage over other

heat is available from decentral-

competitors, which we will use for

ized power generation, absorption

our international expansion.”

chillers, which use heat instead of

Congelo is an ammonia/water absorption chiller
which generates cooling temperatures down to
-30 °C

electricity, in many cases may be

In the coming years, AGO is going

more economically favourable than

to introduce Congelo to the inter-

conventional reciprocating com-

national market. “We will be target-

pression chillers. “We have already

ing countries with rising electricity

installed a large number of Con-

prices and a high focus on CO2 re-

gelo Chiller Systems in the German

duction,” adds Mr. Hein. As one of

food industry. These systems are

the most innovative plant engineer-

designed specifically for dairies,

ing companies in Germany, AGO is

meat processing plants and the

already in the process of develop-

frozen food industry, always using

ing a new innovative product in the

“The future of energy generation

plants combining power, heat and

waste heat from power genera-

field of efficient energy generation,

consists of two main components:

cooling. The experience gained

tion motors (gensets). The cooling

which will be introduced to the

first, renewable energy and sec-

through these CHP systems, es-

capacities vary from 100 kW up to

market in 2018.

ond, energy efficiency. Renewable

pecially in industries with cooling

2 MW,” points out Mr. Hein. “It is

energy concepts mostly underlie

needs, gave us the initial inspira-

an efficient cooling system for the

Visit us: Hall 27, Stand J50, (10)

high investment expenditures. This

tion to develop our own absorption

food industry with large economic

25 to 29 April 2016, Hannover,

is why it is as important to increase

chiller for low temperatures called

benefits for our customers, and at

Germany

the efficiency of existing technolo-

Congelo,” explains Mr. Hein.

❙

gies,” says CEO Günther Hein.
AGO is a plant engineering com-

The implementation of the Co-

pany with various competencies,

generation Act in combination

including combined heat and pow-

with the Renewable Energy Act in

er plants (CHP), biomass plants,

Germany has economically sup-

steam and hot water boiler sys-

ported decentralized energy gen-

tems, and industrial cooling plants.

eration especially for large energy-

“For more than 30 years, we have

consuming industries. Economic

focused on developing, planning

conditions for industrial and agri-

and building highly efficient energy

cultural cooling energy generation

EUROPEAN
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AGO AG Energie + Anlagen
Am Goldenen Feld 23
95326 Kulmbach
Germany
 +49 9221 6020
 +49 9221 602149
 info@ago.ag
 www.ago.ag
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Schniewindt
GmbH & Co. KG
Interview with Dr. Sarah Schniewindt, CEO of Schniewindt GmbH & Co. KG

Energy solutions for the future
It is one of these remarkable stories that started at the dawn of industrialization back in
the 19th century and is still going from strength to strength today. The roots of Schniewindt
GmbH & Co. KG date back to the year 1829 when Carl Schniewindt opened his own business
focusing on wire processing. Today, his descendants produce high-voltage resistors and are
leading the way when it comes to electrical equipment for energy distribution. The portfolio
of the family company in the rural Sauerland area covers heating technology and electric
resistor technology as well as energy transmission solutions.
Carl Schniewindt laid the founda-

soared to 20 to 30 million EUR.

recently, Schniewindt has been

tion of Schniewindt as we know it

“We are experiencing positive de-

named world leader for its brak-

today, but it was in the year 1902

velopment with strong growth in all

ing resistor technology as applied

that the company’s first patent on

units,” adds Dr. Schniewindt.

in the maritime industry. “Electric

a special grid sparked the initial

engines provide the primary pro-

Schniewindt GmbH &
Co. KG
Schöntaler Weg 46
58809 Neuenrade
Germany

impulse for global success. The

Nevertheless, current low oil

pulsive power on board modern

Schniewindt-Grid, as it is known in

prices have had an impact on

cruise ships, with the electric en-

the market, is still used in resistor

the petrochemical and offshore

ergy required being produced by

technology worldwide. “The grid

industries, which are currently

diesel generators. Our brake resis-

turned out to be an ideal solution

refraining from any investments.

tors are in operation to guarantee

for the high-voltage sector and has

“On the other hand, investments

a controlled deceleration of the en-

become a true standard,” says

in energy distribution are grow-

gine. They transform drive energy

CEO Dr. Sarah Schniewindt. Today,

ing and compensate for reduced

into thermal energy,” explains Dr.

the family company is active all

activities in other fields,” states Dr.

Schniewindt.

around the globe. It also operates

Schniewindt. “In addition, heating

a subsidiary in Shanghai, focusing

technology is experiencing fierce

Schniewindt concentrates on the

gies. As a consequence, at some

on end assembly, as China has

competition not only in Germany

three major fields of heating tech-

times during the year, an overload

developed into a huge market for

but also on an international level.

nology, resistor technology and

of the electricity supply network

energy distribution. Worldwide,

But this overall situation does not

energy transmission technology. Of

can be observed, for instance at

Schniewindt employs a workforce

have a major impact on our posi-

particular interest to Schniewindt is

Pentecost.

of 220 people, and profits have

tive corporate development.” Only

the issue of power to heat. “In Ger-

 +49 2392 6920
 +49 2392 69211
 info@schniewindt.de
 www.schniewindt.de

many, about 30% of energy needs
are covered by renewable ener-

›››

CSN® flow heaters are
used for thermal process
applications in various
industries
EUROPEAN
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Schniewindt
GmbH & Co. KG

››› Interview with Dr. Sarah Schniewindt, CEO of Schniewindt GmbH & Co. KG

Brake resistors for offshore drill rigs and drill ships

”CSN® brake resistors brake electrical drives in maritime applications

The explanation for this is quite

Various patents and close coopera-

being the most important markets.

evolving markets. Energy policy

simple: The sun is shining, a light

tion with universities in the region

However, products and solutions

is subject to change, but it also

wind is blowing, and people are

differentiate Schniewindt from

from Schniewindt are equally

opens up new opportunities,” says

going on holiday. This situation

any competitors. The company

in high demand in China, the

Dr. Schniewindt. “Our products will

leaves the grid with an overload

invests large sums in research and

Americas and Russia. “We keep

always be there. Energy transmis-

of electricity from photovol-

development in order to position

up with the times and adjust our

sion will be needed in the future,

taic and wind energy,” says Dr.

itself for the future. “Some new

products accordingly. One has

and we will have to rely on oil and

Schniewindt. “Therefore a decen-

findings will only show their impact

to grow with the requirements of

gas for a long time coming.

tralization of grid feeding makes

within the next decade or two. But

sense. Public utilities could use

as a family company, we always

Schniewindt heaters as additional

think in terms of generations, not

energy consumers. Within only

financial quarters,” points out Dr.

seconds the overload of energy

Schniewindt. The company targets

is used for energy generation by

various customer groups, including

means of heating water for their

energy producers and distribu-

own local heating network. So, the

tors, machine engineering, plant

overload of electric energy is used

engineering, and the chemical and

most sensibly.” Schniewindt offers

petrochemical sectors in almost

suitable heaters with a capacity

equal terms.

❙

of 200 kW to 10 MW, which are
already in operation. “We think,

In 2015, Schniewindt’s export

this solution has huge future

business first amounted to 50%,

potential,” says Dr. Schniewindt.

with Northern and Eastern Europe

EUROPEAN

business

The company’s headquarters in Neuenrade, North Rhine-Westphalia
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ETASYN GmbH

Interview with Ewald Braith, Managing Director of ETASYN GmbH

A company powers up
The power supply industry is booming, and new opportunities are growing quickly. At the
same time, established markets are stagnating. Experts agree that for this reason, the global
market for power converters is set for energetic expansion in the coming years. One of the
industry’s successful representatives is ETASYN GmbH. The company is based in Drebach in
Saxony and emerged from the well-known player ARTESYN. For almost 30 years, the company has concentrated on the development and manufacturing of customized power supply
solutions.
Expertise, quality made in Germany

company seized the opportunity

largest power supply manufacturers

independent company headquar-

and advanced technology – ETA-

and established a site in Einsiedel,

was born. In 2006, ARTESYN was

tered in Einsiedel. With the move

SYN’s ongoing success has always

Saxony. In 1997, the internation-

acquired by Astec and was incorpo-

to Drebach, a new chapter began.

been based on these three pillars.

ally operating ELBA was acquired

rated into the Emerson Group. Due

“The medical industry has always

The company’s core competence is

by Computer Products and merged

to a management buyout initiated

had great importance for ETASYN,”

the planning, design, manufacture

with the American company Zytec.

by General Manager Andreas Frie-

states Managing Director Ewald

and testing of application-specific

With ARTESYN one of the world’s

drich in 2008, ETASYN became an

Braith. “To further consolidate our

adapters and complete components

position, in 2006, it was neces-

for electric supply in the range of up

sary to build up a new engineering

to 5 kW power output. Its products

department. Now, in Drebach, we

are typically used in medical ap-

benefit from perfect conditions to

plications, different industrial fields

grow further. Our location is quite

and the transport industry.

distinguished and very attractive for
our customers.”

ETASYN’s roots date back to 1975
when ELBA electric GmbH, a spe-

Today, ETASYN is headquartered

cialist for switch-mode power sup-

in Drebach and has sales offices in

plies, was founded in Oberhausen.

Vienna and Denmark.

›››

After Germany’s reunification, the

The manufacture of high-quality power conversion solutions is a core
competence
EUROPEAN

business
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ETASYN GmbH

››› Interview with Ewald Braith, Managing Director of
ETASYN GmbH

ETASYN GmbH

Venusberger Strasse 44
09430 Drebach
Germany
 +49 37341 490010
 +49 37341 490040
 office@etasyn.com
 www.etasyn.com
75 employees generate a turnover

losophy. Furthermore, ETASYN is

of nine million EUR. “After the

eager to further push its geographic

management buyout, we generated

expansion. “By 2020, we expect

revenues of 3.5 million EUR,” says

turnover of 20 million EUR and an-

Mr. Braith. “Over the last two years,

nual growth of 15%,” stresses Mr.

we had a growth rate of 15%. Cur-

Braith. “Apart from medical tech-

rently, we are expecting growth of

nologies, industrial applications

25%. The reason for this dynamic

and the transport industry, we are

is obvious. We are working on sev-

going to focus on aerospace appli-

eral new projects for medical and

cations as well. Currently, we are

industrial applications. As many

concentrating on the DACH region

companies are keen to automatize

and somewhat on the United

their warehouses, innovative power

States and Hungary. Now, step by

supply solutions are becoming more

step, we are entering the Scandi-

and more important. These are

navian market and are looking for

promising market niches and great

distribution partners in the Benelux

challenges for us.”

countries, France and Italy. In
terms of products, we will concen-

Today, innovative power supply

trate more on manufacturing cables

systems include intelligent software

with added value. Our aim is to

solutions as well. Power supply,

provide complete solutions and to

cables, software – these will be key

be the best-in-class partner of our

elements of ETASYN’s product phi-

customers.”

EUROPEAN
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Entreprise Générale
DHERTE SA
Interview with Jean-Pol Tonero, Site Manager for Entreprise Générale DHERTE SA

The right build
Entreprise
Générale
DHERTE SA

Rue Lieutenant
Cotton, 15
7880 Flobecq
Belgium
 +32 68 446767
 +32 68 446768
 info@dherte.be
 www.dherte.be

Flexibility, diversification, family spirit and a one-stop-shop approach
– these are the secrets of success for Entreprise Générale DHERTE
SA which enable the long-standing company to realize continuous
growth. The general contractor and building constructor based in the
Belgian town of Flobecq combines traditional values and skills with a
high capacity for innovative and modern technology in order to find
and deliver the best solutions to its customers.
Founded in 1880, Entreprise

the company’s Site Manager. “This

such, the company serves both the

Générale DHERTE can look back

growth was achieved mostly as

public as well as the private mar-

on a very successful 135-year his-

a result of natural development

ket. “Initially, we had a focus on

tory. “Over the decades, the com-

rather than through acquisition of

the public sector. However, today

pany has experienced continuous

external businesses.”

the two areas are almost equal.”

growth,” explains Jean-Pol Tonero,

The administrative center in La
Louvière is an example ofDHERTE’s
activities in the public sector

In Mons the company also
developed a new office
building or the local police

Entreprise Générale DHERTE covToday the company is active at two

ers innovative new buildings as

locations in Belgium. The head-

well as renovations and restora-

quarters are located in Flobecq

tion projects. In all these areas,

in the western part of the Belgian

the company undertakes projects

Walloon region, the ancestral

across a variety of building types.

hometown of Entreprise Générale

“We are able to conduct work on

DHERTE. A second subsidiary is

all kinds of buildings,” Mr. Ton-

in Namur, the capital of Wallonia.

ero emphasizes. “We cover train

To this day the company remains

stations, residential real estate,

a family-owned business. “Cur-

particularly apartment buildings,

rently, we employ about 200 staff

and industrial buildings, but also

across our two locations,” says Mr.

hospitals and old people’s homes,

Tonero. “And we turn over around

as well as schools and museums,

72 million EUR, 60 million through

multi-storey car parks and hotels.

our headquarters and twelve mil-

With our renovation and restora-

lion through Namur.”

tion business, of course, we also
handle historical buildings.” An-

At the heart of Entreprise Générale

other area of activity for Entreprise

DHERTE’s success lies a strongly

Générale DHERTE is wastewater

diversified portfolio. “We work as

treatment plants.

a main contractor, mostly in the
regions around Namur, Brussels
and Hainaut,” says Mr. Tonero. As
EUROPEAN

business
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Entreprise Générale
DHERTE SA

››› Interview with Jean-Pol Tonero, Site Manager for Entreprise Générale DHERTE SA
In La Louvière, Entreprise Générale DHERTE constructed the erpo hall

La Drève Prévert in Mons is an estate
with 300 lodgings developed by DHERTE

The company’s long reference list

la Pêcherie in Uccle, a special

treatment plants put in place by

the public sector we take part in

bears proof of its experience and

project where Entreprise Générale

Entreprise Générale DHERTE.

tenders, and we are also registered

expertise. References for work on

DHERTE built 25 low-energy dwell-

public buildings are, for example,

ings. The new Calatrava train sta-

“However, today, we are not simply

goes on to explain. “Our private

the court of justice and the police

tion in Mons is a prime example of

a building company,” Mr. Tonero

clients are other constructors as

station in Mons or the administra-

the company’s innovative capacity

stresses. “We offer a whole chain

well as industrial customers. We do

tive center in La Louvière. The

and know-how in the field of infra-

of services including, for example,

not serve private house builders or

Centre Hospitalier at Jolimont is

structure projects. Other impres-

static calculations. We deliver fully

build one family houses.”

one of many examples of hospital

sive work by the company includes

turnkey products.” Furthermore,

projects conducted by Entreprise

the Ath Esplanade car park, the

Entreprise Générale DHERTE itself

As one of Entreprise Générale

Générale DHERTE, while the Less-

Namur fire station (a public-private

acts as a constructor and invests

DHERTE’s success factors, Mr.

ines Sports Center is a reference

partnership), the restoration of

in building its own housing estates.

Tonero cites the company’s reac-

for the company’s sports hall port-

the cathedral of Tournai and the

“We have already completed sev-

tiveness and the fact that it always

folio. There are many examples

renovation of the facade of the Ath

eral such projects which we then

manages to address its customers’

of residential real estate projects

music academy. Last but not least,

sell,” says Mr. Tonero. The compa-

wishes and concerns with the nec-

such as the Résidence les XII

Godinne and Roeulx are just two

ny’s customers are public authori-

essary flexibility.

César in Tournai or the Résidence

of several examples for wastewater

ties as well as private clients. “In

Various facades in Tournai bear proof of the company’s renovation skills
EUROPEAN

business

with various portals,” Mr. Tonero

›››

One of the buildings at the administrative center in La Louvière
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Entreprise Générale
DHERTE SA

››› Interview with Jean-Pol Tonero, Site Manager for Entreprise Générale DHERTE SA

In brief
Core Competence

Residential real estate in Tournai with 34 apartments, ‘Résidence St Georges

General contractor

Facts & Figures

It was this characteristic that

There are also plans to expand the

• Founded: 1880
• Structure: Family-owned entreprise
• Branch offices: Two locations: Flobecq
(headquarters) and Namur
• Employees: Circa 200
• Turnover: 72 million EUR

helped the business to get through

company’s one-stop-shop aspect.

the difficult time around 2008

“Nowadays, it is not just about

when the entire building sector

doing the work and counting the

was struggling through the in-

projects. In order to win a tender, it

ternational financial crisis. “Also

is necessary to conduct feasability

important is our entrepreneurial

surveys, calculations are made

Products & Services

spirit, which the company has

and so on,” explains Mr. Tonero.

maintained over all these years,”

“In our industry this is referred to

Mr. Tonero adds. “We are a real

as DBFM – design, build, finance

business with real contacts and

and maintain. This is a route we

real people to speak to. We are a

intend to develop further.” The

family business, and this quality

company is also further pursuing

is still very much alive.” Another

the construction of its own housing

advantage of the company’s struc-

estates. “What’s important for us in

ture is that it allows decisions

all our activities are environmental

to be made quickly and optimal

regulations,” Mr. Tonero says. “We

solutions to be achieved in a short

have been placing great impor-

space of time. Meetings are not

tance on the environmental aspect

long events organized in big halls

for quite some time, and it strongly

but rather take place regularly in

influences our way of thinking

the corridors, allowing decisions to

every single day.”

General contractor for the public and private
market:
• train stations
• residential real estate
• industrial buildings
• hospitals and old people’s homes
• schools and museums
• multi-storey car parks
• hotels
• wastewater treatment plants
• Renovation

and restauration of historical
buildings
• Constructor of own housing estates

Target Groups

Public authorities as well as private clients

be made speedily and efficiently.

Philosophy

In order to keep this spirit alive in

Flexibility, family spirit, care for the environment

Future

Expand one-stop-shop aspect and constructor
business
EUROPEAN

business

❙

the future, Entreprise Générale
DHERTE conducts team building events, and employees meet
up regularly for joint activities.
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Kampmann GmbH

Interview with Jan Matthes, Marketing & Communications Director of Kampmann GmbH

Smart heat
The heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) industry is making constant progress as
regards energy efficiency and control options. Whereas in the past a hotel had to heat the
complete building, regardless of occupancy, today it can adapt room temperature individually
by linking the heating system with its booking software. One of the leading providers of such
smart solutions is Kampmann GmbH. The successful family enterprise is an international
HVAC technology leader and is committed to further advancing its export business.

Kampmann is a leading, inter-

lion EUR. The company’s product

nationally operating supplier of

portfolio covers all professional

heating, cooling and ventilation

heating, cooling and ventilation ap-

systems and building automation

plications and includes ventilation

solutions. The family enterprise

systems with integrated heat recov-

specializes in professional applica-

ery (Hybrid ECO), trench heating

tions for hotels, office buildings,

and cooling units and appropriate

and other commercial and indus-

design grilles, high-performance

trial users. The company was es-

heaters, door air curtains, unit

tablished by Heinrich Kampmann

heaters, radiant ceiling panels, fan

in his own garage in 1972. Since

coils, water and air-cooled chill-

then, the company has expanded

ers, centralized and decentralized
Kampmann is particularly strong in
attractively designed,
energy-saving trench
heating systems

at a constant rate and grown into a
global player in the HVAC market.
“After German reunification, we set
up a second production plant in

air handling units, special heating
solutions for church buildings, entrance matting and special equestrian care systems such as air

Saxony-Anhalt,” explains Market-

dryers and solariums. The compre-

ing & Communications Director

hensive product range is rounded

Jan Matthes. “And in 2006, we

off by the company’s own building

opened another manufacturing site

management system, KaControl.

in Poland.” Kampmann is head-

Until recently, Kampmann had not

quartered in Lingen in Lower Saxo-

been involved in installation opera-

ny, where the company also man-

tions. “We have started offering in-

ufactures the great majority of its

stallation services due to a growing

products. The plant in Gräfenhain-

lack of qualified staff in this area

ichen in Saxony-Anhalt focuses on

sales subsidiary in Shepperton in

sidiaries in Moscow, Beijing and

in Germany,” states Mr. Matthes.

entrance matting, while the Polish

the UK which is responsible for all

Italy and also works with partners

“This will be one of our develop-

operation in Łęczyca produces

English-speaking countries includ-

and distributors in export markets.

ment axes.”

semi-finished and finished articles

ing the UK, Ireland, Canada, the

for heating, cooling and ventilation

USA, Australia and New Zealand.

Kampmann has 720 employees

systems. Kampmann has its own

The company also has sales sub-

and annual revenues of 80 mil-

EUROPEAN

business

›››
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Kampmann GmbH

››› Interview with Jan Matthes, Marketing & Communications Director of Kampmann GmbH

Kampmann GmbH

Friedrich-Ebert-Strasse 128-130
49811 Lingen (Ems)
Germany
 +49 591 71080
 +49 591 7108300
 info@kampmann.de
 www.kampmann.de

Headquartered in Lingen, Kampmann has further production plants in Saxony-Anhalt
and Poland

Kampmann systems are used

market,” states Mr. Matthes. “Our

explains Mr. Matthes. “Today it can

our export business,” Mr. Matthes

in hotels, office buildings, retail

systems are not only very efficient

adapt room temperature individu-

describes one growth direction for

spaces, logistics operations, in-

and reliable. They are also excep-

ally by linking the heating system

the German HVAC leader. “In the

dustrial buildings, sports facilities,

tionally low-noise.” Kampmann is

with its booking software. This

home market, we plan to further

schools, churches and many other

especially strong in trench heat-

way, a room can be warmed up

grow our installation services. Last

commercial and public buildings.

ing and cooling systems, which

when the guest is checking in.”

but not least, we will account for

“We have a broad range of stand-

include high-performance, low-en-

Kampmann generates 30% of its

changing purchasing behaviour by

ard products which are adapted

ergy convectors for a perfect room

sales through international activi-

strengthening our e-commerce ac-

by us to the specific needs of our

climate. Kampmann is benefiting

ties. “We want to further develop

tivities.”

customers,” says Mr. Matthes. “We

from the development towards

see ourselves as a manufacturer

more and more energy-efficient

of variable solutions which we put

heating and cooling systems.

together, combining different prod-

“Especially in well-insulated build-

uct modules.” The customers of

ings, the problem is not the lack of

Kampmann are construction and

heat but the demand for efficient

building services firms as well as

cooling,” states Mr. Matthes. “We

specialized architects and engi-

design made-to-measure solu-

neering offices.

tions for these applications such

❙

as bidirectional ventilation systems
Kampmann’s strengths are its very

with integrated heat recovery that

broad product spectrum and its

save a lot of energy.” Another

top-class quality. Since 2008, the

example for the contribution of

company has had its own research

advanced HVAC systems to sav-

and development center. “We are

ing energy is the hotel sector. “In

one of the technology leaders in

the past a hotel had to heat all

the heating, cooling and ventilation

rooms, regardless of occupancy,”

EUROPEAN

business

Kampmann trench heating and cooling systems guarantee a
perfect climate in every hotel room
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Aisa Impianti S.p.A.

Interview with Marzio Lasagni, General Manager of Aisa Impianti S.p.A.

The new value of waste
At times in which the optimization of scarce
resources is becoming more and more important, waste valorization is an attractive
approach enjoying increasing popularity.
Valorizing food waste components could for
instance lead to numerous possibilities for
the production of valuable chemicals and
fuels. Basic valorization strategies including
composting, recycling and burning for energy
recovery are playing an essential role in this
context. Due to companies such as Aisa Impianti S.p.A., waste gets a new value. Aisa is a
specialist for the treatment of municipal solid
waste.

Aisa Impianti in Arezzo, a specialist for the productive treatment of waste

and gaseous products. Thanks

and its thermal valorization. “Our

to the burning process, enough

mission is to add new value to

energy for 18,000 inhabitants can

waste,” sums up Mr. Lasagni.

be generated.” Aisa considers

“Today, there are many promising

composting as another convinc-

methods for treating waste. We

ing way to valorize waste; more

are going to further improve treat-

Aisa Impianti was founded in

management solutions. At Aisa,

than 20,000 t of organic waste

ment processes to seize every

2013, but its roots date back to

everything is about how rub-

are processed every year and end

opportunity to generate energy.

1995. Formerly known as Aisa,

bish can be used as a valuable

up as wood chips, fertilizers or

We focus on the disposal of waste

it focused on the collection and

resource. “Every year, we deal

biomethane, an important renew-

and aim to reduce the amount of

treatment of waste. “When we

with 150,000 to 170,000 t of

able resource for future automo-

scraps and plastics. This way we

took the place of the old com-

urban waste here,” says Mr. La-

tive strategies.

want to create a virtuous circle

pany, everything was still in a very

sagni. “Our aim is to recover up

good condition,” explains General

to 250,000 t by 2017. Organic

Aisa was founded as a company

Manager Marzio Lasagni. “We

and residual waste are subjected

specializing in waste selection

have benefitted a lot from modern

to mechanical treatment. We are

technologies. The company has

working with a biostabilization

always been a pioneer and a role

process that stabilizes the organic

model for innovative state-of-the-

matter biologically.” Aisa also

art technologies with extremely

banks on the thermal treatment

low dioxin emissions. We eventu-

of waste, which can be regarded

ally changed our strategy and

as either a pre-treatment of waste

started focusing on waste treat-

prior to final disposal, or as a

ment while the responsibility for

means of valorizing waste by re-

waste collection was transferred

covering energy. “Due to waste

to a third party.”

incineration, a great amount of

of waste management and recycling.

›››

energy can be produced,” states
Today, Aisa has 35 employees,

Mr. Lasagni. “Here, municipal

generates ten million EUR and

solid waste is burned at high tem-

concentrates on innovative waste

peratures to convert it into residue

EUROPEAN

business

Innovative technologies are a trademark of the Tuscan company
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Aisa Impianti S.p.A.

››› Interview with Marzio Lasagni, General Manager of
Aisa Impianti S.p.A.
are one of the leaders. We look
after our region and its people.
We operate strictly according to all
important regulations and norms,
especially when it comes to the
protection of the environment. And
we are lucky enough to have loyal
employees who like working here.

European Business

NEWS LETTER
• MORE BRAND ATTENTION
• ADDITIONAL BUYERS
• EXACT TARGETING
• INCREASED SALES

This puts us in a very favourable
position.” To further consolidate
the business, the company is going to focus more on the producThe technologies are especially
environmentally friendly

tion of biomethane. Another goal
is to become a major provider of
electricity.

❙

Waste should not automatically
end up in landfills; burning it is
much more sensible. We need to
select waste according to different
categories such as plastics, paper, glass and metal to be able to
reuse it in a productive way.”
Aisa operates locally and has never
been affected by Italy’s economic
crisis. “We are working with innovative technologies and bank on
experience going back 20 years,”
says Mr. Lasagni. “We are a small
company, but in terms of environmentally friendly technologies, we

Biomethane – a renewable resource for
future automotive strategies

Aisa Impianti S.p.A.
Strada Vicinale dei Mori
Località S. Zeno
52100 Arezzo
Italy
 +39 05 75998612
 aisaimpianti@pec.it
 www.aisaimpianti.it
EUROPEAN

business

CONTACT US!

+49 5971 92161-801
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FOGAL refrigeration srl

Interview with Pietro Fogal, Technical Manager at FOGAL refrigeration srl

The cool change
Food preservation has been a challenge for every culture at nearly every point in history. In
ancient times, people had to harness nature to survive. In frozen climates they froze meat
on the ice; in tropical climates, they dried food in the sun. Today, the most sophisticated
refrigerators keep our food fresh. They have come a long way since their introduction in the
early 1900s. FOGAL refrigeration srl based in Ronchi dei Legionari in Italy manufactures
customized refrigerated cabinets that stand out from the market.
cialized ones,” states Mr. Fogal.
“Altogether, we have 30 different
models with Alaska, Clipper and
Casanova as the most popular
product families. One of the highlights of our portfolio is the Green
line, which is in high demand due
to its low energy consumption, a
characteristic that has become
more and more crucial. Our aim
is to work alongside nature and to
use resources carefully. We aim
FOGAL produces reliable commerical refrigerators with a low environmental impact

Individual customer needs always have
priority

to further strengthen our market
position by developing customized
products that are synonymous with

FOGAL successfully operates in a

shifted its focus. “We were forced

“We started exporting our products

high quality and low environmental

niche market. The company does

to look for new business opportuni-

in the 1990’s, and today we deliver

impact.”

not focus on mass-production but

ties when one client closed down,”

to all countries within the EU,”

on meeting individual customer

explains Mr. Fogal. “Suddenly

says Mr. Fogal. “We changed from

demands. “Flexibility and respon-

there was no more work to do. We

being a traditional family company

siveness are our greatest assets,”

made the most of the situation

into an industrial one. However,

stresses Technical Manager Pi-

and decided to produce our own

even today, we successfully com-

etro Fogal. “Due to our size and

range of commercial refrigerators.”

bine traditional craftsmanship and

structure, we have direct contact

It was a turning point in FOGAL’s

industrial production processes,

with our customers. We listen to

history. Since then, the company

family values and Italian quality.”

them and know exactly what they

has continued to grow and has

need. We are able to manufacture

doubled its turnover since 2000.

FOGAL’s product range incorpo-

bespoke products, and this is what

Today, FOGAL has 43 employees

rates refrigerators and accessories

differentiates us from larger com-

and a turnover of seven million

such as LED lights. The company

petitors.”

EUR. Exports make up 97% of its

works with satin or polished stain-

business with France, Great Brit-

less steel, all RAL colours, two

Alfredo Fogal founded the compa-

ain, Germany and Switzerland rep-

different depths and five different

ny in 1967. It started manufactur-

resenting the main target markets.

lengths. “We achieve the most

ing refrigerators on behalf of third

Even outside of Europe, FOGAL

unique concepts in terms of de-

parties. It was in 1980 that FOGAL

has gained an excellent reputation.

sign and material even very spe-

EUROPEAN

business
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FOGAL refrigeration srl
Via Tambarin, 1
34077 Ronchi dei Legionari
Italy
 +39 0481 777450
 +39 0481 776332
 fogal@fogalsrl.com
 www.fogalsrl.com
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